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1. Introduction

◾Listening tests are considered the golden standard for
measuring audio codec quality, but they take time and
resources.

◾Objective quality assessment systems (OQAS) are algorithms
that aim to automatically predict Mean Opinion Scores (MOS)
from listening tests, to save time in development. Most
systems map different distortion metrics (DM) to an overall
quality score by using multivariate statistical learning algorithms
with MOS as learning data [1].

◾A proposed Cognitive Salience Model (CSM) uses cognitive
effect metrics (CEM) to model distortion salience and
adaptively weight the importance of each DM in the quality
mapping stage.

◾ In terms of MOS prediction, our experiment shows that OQAS
with the CSM outperform systems that use other statistical
learning methods in the mapping stage for the same number of
input variables.

2. Model Assumptions

◾Certain cognitive effects in auditory perception influence the
salience of paritcular distortion types. These effects influence
the perceived severity of perceived degradations.

◾The influence of these cognitive effects on distortion salience is
dependent on the nature of the processed signal (stationary or
transient-like, speech-like or music-like, etc...)

◾A salient distortion will play a significant role in causing quality
degradation of a given treated/processed signal, for a varfiety of
treatments.

3. Proposed Approach
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◾We use an intrusive OQAS based on the perceptual model of the
Perceptual Evaluation of Audio Quality (PEAQ – ITU-R
BS-.1387-1) method [1]. The DMs (M=6) correspond to the
Model Output Values (MOVs) of PEAQ’s advanced version.
They describe degradations in terms of roughness, noisiniess,
dullness and other dimensions.

◾The cognitive effects modelled through N=3 CEMs include a
speech/music signal discriminator, and measurements for the
amounts of informational masking (IM) and perceptual streaming
(PS). [2].

◾The mapping stage of PEAQ is replaced by a CSM. Different
CEM values weight the importance (salience) of certain DM
values in the overall quality. To determine which CEMs
significantly interact with a certain DM’s salience, a salience
metric is defined as a Pearson’s correlation coefficient (CC):

Sm(j) = ∑I
i=1(yij−yj)(BFmij−BFmj)√

∑I
i=1(yij−yj)2

√
∑I

i=1(BFmij−BFmj)2
. (1)

calculated over j input signals over all i treatments. The CC is
calculated between the Basis Function outputs BFmj that map
DMs to quality, and the MOS yij in a calibration database.

◾An additional interaction metric describing covariance between
DM saliences and CEM values Cm(Sm,CEMn) is used for the
model parameter selection. Only DMm,CEMn pairs with strong
interactions Cm will be used in the CSM.

◾The values of Cm have been optimized using sigmoids as
Detection Probability Weights (DPW) for modeling a cognitive
effect’s detection probability and saturation regions.

4. Performance Evaluation

◾We evaluated the MOS prediction performance of an OQAS with
CSM and other state-of-the-art OQAS in the USAC VT DB [3].

◾We found significant interactions between speech/music
discriminator output, and noise loudness and band limitation

DMs. Also CEMs describing IM and PS predicted the salience of
band limitation and Noise-to-Mask ratio DMs.

◾The systems PROPOSED and PROPOSED (Opt.) use the CSM
and perform significantly better than an OQAS (DM+CEM)

that uses the same input variables, but maps the inputs to quality
using an Artificial Neural Network as in [1]. The use of DPW in

the CSM of PROPOSED (Opt.) further increases
performance.
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